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Russ is part of Team IPPON / Inov-8 at the World Adventure Race Championships in Portugal over November 8-14th.
They are competing over a 900km course against a field of all the top adventure race teams in the world. View their
team page to find out more about the team, reports and links to follow the race in real time.

Good Results at Elan Valley OMM
The 2009 Original Mountain Marathon, the largest in the world, was held in the Elan
Valley in Wales. This was a new area for the OMM with areas of energy sapping
tussocks to make up for the lack of high peaks.
Andy and Russ paired up for the Elite class and Jeff found a late partner of Edward in the A class. Adventure racers
were well represented and it was great to see so many friends during the event. After a summer of good weather
mountain marathons, the weather lived up to it's usual OMM reputation. Rain showers and low cloud started the day on
Saturday. Showers were less frequent on the Sunday but with a strengthening wind and a little sunshine.
Both pairs had a good saturday with Jeff /Edward coming in 8th and Russ/Andy placed 17th as they made themselves
comfortable at the overnight camp. Sunday was a bit more runnable. Jeff/Edward arrived in 7th place to be ranked 8th
overall in the A class just inside the prizes! Russ/Andy also had a good run placing 8th in Sunday's race to move up the
overall ranking to 12th place in Elite.
The new system of bussing competitiors worked well and the improved communications allowed our friends to follow the
race online making this an excellent end to the UK Mountain marathon season. Sleepmonsters reporting.

Jason and Russ win Dynamic Adventure 8hr Endurance
Russ and Jason travelled by train to the South Downs event cycling across
London and then from the station to the event before they even started the 8hr
MTB and foot based score event.
They rode about 60km and ran 28km to clear the course in under 8 hours and win the pairs category. The area was full
of pheasants and deer including a close encounter with a stag. We also spotted a glider, a hot air balloon and some
stunning views to the South as far as the sea. A great day out rounded off with a final ride back to the station and across
London. Our navigation around London wasn't quite as good as during the event...
Sleepmonsters report.

